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Overview

z

Many features of glacial–interglacial cycles are not well explained
by insolation changes alone, in particular, the causes and role of atmospheric CO2 variations. We suggest that, in a glacial world, the
bottom ocean should be highly saline due to brine formation over the
Antarctic continental shelf associated with sea-ice formation. This
hypothesis allows for a new and very efficient scenario for switching
global climate between a glacial, low CO2 state and an interglacial
high CO2 state, and explains many features of the Quaternary oscillations, such as the leads and lags between hemispheres, the role of
CO2 and the 100 ka cyclicity.
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means that, even at 1.9C, HSSW retains the capacity to
melt ice at depth. At the base of an ice shelf with a draft of
1500 m, for example, the freezing point is about 3.0C
[Millero, 1978], over a degree lower than the temperature of
any HSSW that flows into the sub-ice shelf cavity. The
interaction with the ice shelf causes HSSW to be cooled
further and slightly diluted to form Ice Shelf Water (ISW,
defined as water with potential temperature below its
surface freezing point,  1.9C), which is observed to
flow out from beneath Filchner Ice Shelf at mid-water
depths and at potential temperatures as low as 2.3C
[e.g., Gammelsrød et al., 1994].
[5] The ISW that finally escapes the Filchner Depression
(Figure 1) descends the continental slope north of Filchner
Ice Shelf. Here cross-slope advection by high-frequency
processes such as tides [Middelton et al., 1987; Foldvik et
al., 1990] and shelf waves [Middelton et al.,1982] in
addition to local wind conditions and the strength and
location of the Antarctic Slope Front may determine
whether the cold plumes remain near the shelf break or
rapidly sink west of the sill. It will be shown that the fate of
the cold plumes also depends on two prominent ridges that
act to steer the flows toward the north, aided by the
thermobaric effect [Killworth, 1977]. The cold plumes
ultimately contribute to the formation of WSBW by mixing
with overlying Weddell Deep Water (WDW).
[6] WSBW derived from ISW has properties that differ
from WSBW formed with no direct participation of ice
shelves [Gordon, 1998; Mensch et al., 1998; Schlosser et
al., 1990]. The properties of the AABW ultimately formed
from WSBW are therefore sensitive to the nature and
volume flux of the ISW-derived component. Since the
1970s there have been several attempts to assess the
contribution made by Filchner-Ronne ISW to the WSBW
budget. Many recent mooring programs and cruises to the
southern Weddell Sea have significantly increased the
available data in this region.
[7] The primary purpose of the present study was to
the contribution
of Filchner-Ronne
Ma,estimate
using
a small
drift ISW
on to FWSBW
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Figure 3:
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The path of the outflow plume and its detrainment to the ocean
interior may be estimated using the constant-descent-rate model of
Killworth [6], which predicts successfully the behaviour of the overflow plume from Storfjord (Spitsbergen). Reduction in atmospheric
CO2 may be explained by enhanced storage in the deep ocean under
conditions of increased stability, according to the balance between
ocean potential energy and tidal and wind-induced mixing proposed
by Munk and Wunsch [7]. At glacial maximum, if the Antarctic ice
sheet extends to the shelf margin, the saline bottom current would be
suppressed, leading to decreased ocean stratification, increased atmospheric CO2 and an enhanced greenhouse effect.
5 Sv

0 15; β
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Although the dense Antarctic overflow in the Weddell Sea is
at present relatively fresh, due to melting of the underside of the
Filchner–Ronne Ice Shelf, substantial interannual fluctuations have
been observed in undershelf conditions, associated with variations in
sea-ice cover [8, 9]. Also, a more extended ice shelf should lead to
a more saline overflow, as a consequence of outward-sloping shelf
topography.
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results obtained when varying the deep mixing m and the overturning v. A ten-fold decrease
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in vertical mixing m is a reasonable assumption [1]. Decreasing m can account for about
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Conceptual climate model with saline bottom water formation [12]

[8] We present results from 20 current meter moorings
that have been deployed in the study area at various times

Figure 1b. Bathymetric map of the study area, including
mooring
theETline
ofICE
the SHELF WATER OVERFLOW
C02015 names. The dashed line indicates
FOLDVIK
AL.:
C02015
CTD section shown in Figure 10. The shaded arrows
indicate the pathways of cold shelf water identified in
component at the lower two current meters at the S2 site
section 6.
in 1977, 1985 and 1987 was 4.9 cm s1, 5.1 cm s1 and
3.9 cm s1, respectively. The difference of 1 cm s1
2 of 15
between these records are within the standard error,
±1.3 cm s1, see Table 2 and section 2. We are therefore
unable to detect interannual variability in the current on the
basis of the S2 data series. The three years of measurements
at the S2 site may not, however, be strictly comparable. The
1987 position was located 2 km west of the 1977 and
1985 position, see Table 1. Because of the strong topographical steering on the sill even small differences in
position may cause differences in the current, masking true
interannual variations.
[32] The B1, B2 moorings from 1968 were discussed by
Foldvik et al. [1985b] who noted the total breakdown at both
moorings of the generally dominant diurnal tidal constituents in July 1968. The moorings were replaced by B3 in
1977. The record from B3 showed no collapse of the diurnal
tide. On the basis of the temperature records, Foldvik et al.
Figure 6. Potential temperature distribution at the F-section [1985b] speculated that the shelf waters in 1968 were almost
obtained during the recovery of the moorings (ANT XVI/2). homogenized and thus not able to sustain the baroclinic
The positions of the current meters (circles) and the diurnal tide; see also the discussion by Middelton et al.
MicroCATs (squares) are indicated. The one-year average [1987]. There was no significant difference in the average
6. Left:
[5].) Top—Bathymetric
map of the
Weddell Sea study area, inof theFigure
1C isotherm
obtained(From
from the current-meters
is water speed at the B-moorings
between 1968 and 1977.
shown by the thick, dashed curve. The average potential
[33] In Figure 7 we have presented one of the longest
cluding
names.areThe
shaded
arrows
indicate
the FR1,
pathways
cold shelf water.
temperatures
(C)mooring
from the MicroCATs
indicated
in records
available:
the series from
south of theof
Filchner
parentheses. The horizontal distances Li used for transport Sill. This record demonstrates that northward flowing ISW
calculations
are indicated. Tick-marks
on the top axis distribution
mark occupies the
Bottom—Potential
temperature
ofdeepest
the section
F1–F4,
layer (belowincluding
232 mab) at allthe
times.moorings
The
the location of the CTD casts.
upper instrument (353 mab) shows the influence of intrudshowing a cold bottom-water plume. ing MWDW in winter with a corresponding minimum in the
northward velocity component. The seasonal differences in

Near the grounding line it comes in contact with the ice and the super-cooled, relative
fresh Ice Shelf Water (ISW) is produced. ISW eventually overflows the sill to produce the
least saline brand of bottom water. (b) Ice shelf edge has moved beyond the saddle point,
continental shelf break. HSSW is not able to penetrate to the bottom. No bottom water is

Time (kyr BP)

30 ppm, decreasing both m and v, up to 60 ppm.
210
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and bottom water is formed directly from HSSW. (c) Ice shelf edge extends north of the

ventilation v (in Sv)
0

estimate the associated production rate of WSBW. We
conclude with a discussion and summary in section 6.

outside the floating ice shelf is trapped by the sill and floats underneath the ice shelf.
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the deep water formed on the continental shelf is in general cold and fresh, as a result of the influence
production
in the southern ice
Weddellshelves.
Sea, drawing onIn
all glacial periods, we postulate that the ice
of floating
available data. These data include hitherto unpublished time
series of currents, temperature and salinity. The time series
further
out over the continental shelf, and the brine
are upshelves
to 30 months in extend
length and are from
various moorings
deployed over a 31-year period. In the following section we
produced
byinice
summarize
the available data;
sectionformation
3 we describe the flows directly into the deep ocean. The
basic characteristics of the distribution of plumes of cold
watersituation
in different years, and
their
fundamental characteristics
is
illustrated
by the following figure, based on observations
of temperature and velocity. In section 4 we quantify the
volume
flux of the
cold water
flowing outSea
of the [5].
Filchner
from
Weddell
Depression, and in section 5 we use mixing relationships to

Right: (a) Present situation, High Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW) produced in the polynya

model results
(C, V, A)

Glacial–interglacial cycles

model results
(C, V, A)
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formed here in this situation.
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Figure 7. Time series of filtered (721 hour running average) meridional velocity component (upper
panel) and potential temperature (lower panel) at mooring FR1 south of the Filchner Sill.
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Saline overflows in the Antarctic and Arctic

ume (proportional to the variable A), gives a good reproduction of the
climatic fluctuations over the past 500 000 years:
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and Antarctica area (red). Below, simulated CO2 levels
(black) and Vostok CO2 data

2002, at stations indicated by dots [3].
Left: (From [4].) Predicted path of the Storfjorden overflow using Killworth’s [6] model

(blue). Bottom, the critical

for a descent rate of 1/400 calculated over real bathymetry (solid line) and smoothed

F parameter (green) and the

bathymetry (dashed line). The topography contour interval is 50 m and the 125 m isobath

state of the ocean (violet):

is included to identify the location of the sill. The circles and the corresponding numbers

glacial or interglacial.

are the stations where the core of the Storfjorden plume was observed.

